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DB Publishing, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The sit n go (single table tournament) format is one of the most popular and exciting ways to
play poker. However, ten players sitting at one table and playing for three prizes is not the only
possible format. There are many other ways that these events can be run and these can provide a
lucrative opportunity for the skilled player. In Secrets of non-standard Sit n gos, Phil Shaw
navigates you through these exciting variants and explains how you can make them profitable. The
alternative formats discussed include: * Heads-up sit n gos (2-player) * 6-max sit n gos * Sit n gos
with two tables * 45-player and 180-player sit n gos * Step systems (with prizes as entries to bigger
money sit n gos) * Hyper turbos * Super satellites .and many more As well as a deep examination of
the correct strategies for all these events, Secrets of non-standard Sit n gos also analyses the most
effective way to capitalise on rakeback and reward programs.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is really basic but excitement inside the 50 % in the pdf. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Curtis Bartell-- Curtis Bartell

The book is straightforward in study better to comprehend. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations in the fi y percent of the ebook. Its been
written in an exceptionally simple way which is simply a er i finished reading through this ebook in which basically altered me, a ect the way i really
believe.
-- Letha Corwin-- Letha Corwin
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